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Friends and Foes Harlequin
When her father dies and leaves
her completely destitute, Marion
can think of only one thing to
do—make a new life for herself.
Commencing a life of duplicity,
Marion transforms herself into
Mary Wood—governess. In possession
of a forged letter of
recommendation and cloaked in the
anonymity of her new identity, she
enters a life of self-imposed
servitude as teacher and caretaker
of young Miss Caroline Jonquil of
the Meadows. Her idyllic vision of
life at the Meadows is dashed when
she finds a child desperately in
need of hope and a cold and
sorrowful home haunted by the
past. With her characteristic
sunny disposition, Marion casts
her spell upon the household and
slowly brings to life the
longforgotten joy of those
within.Layton Jonquil is a man
tormented by the lies surrounding
the death of his late wife, but he
cannot deny his growing attraction
for the beautiful governess whose
goodness and optimism have touched
his dormant heart. Their
connection grows ever stronger,
and despite the impropriety of
harboring feelings for a servant,
Layton's heart whispers that this
is the woman he's destined to
love. But when Layton's fears
about the past become too much to
bear and the falsehoods in which
they are entangled threaten to
shatter Marion's and his
blossoming attachment, will true
love conquer all?

The Book of X Two Dollar Radio
"When a tragic accident leaves her blind, fifteen-
year-old Emma Sasha Silver must relearn
everything from recognizing her family, to
remembering colors, to getting around. Then, just
as she's about to reenter school, a classmate's body
is found, with all signs pointing to suicide.
Determined to understand the girl's actions ...

Emma sets out to unite her classmates to explore the
situation. She'll have to navigate an adolescence
made even more difficult by her new handicap, but
her own resilience, along with the support of her
family and friends, allows her to emerge
strong"--Page [4] of cover.
Prayers of Hope for Caregivers
Penguin
The Maelstrom is building – inexorable,
relentless, causing destruction and
death on an unprecedented scale,
pouring elements from one realm into
another – and the only hope for
humanity, the young Glimmer, has
strayed far from her destiny to unite the
Four Worlds. An accidental touch of the
Plainsman Memory Stone infects her
with emotions and she abducts the
coldest of the nobles, Kert Sh'hale,
taking him to the Fireworld of Haddash
where her clumsy seduction allows the
Serpent of Death to escape. On our
world, Pagan's son Vandal has grown
into a young man, bitter at his father for
abandoning him to return to Ennae.
When tragedy steals Vandal's future,
his bitterness becomes deadly and he
follows his father through the Sacred
Pool, intent on destroying the one thing
Pagan loves most. While Glimmer must
give up everything she holds dear to
fight the Serpent and secure a future
from the remnants of mankind; Vandal
hunts his father's betrothed, Lae; and
the Maelstrom draws closer ... The final
instalment of the Shadow Through
Time trilogy is pure magic. A
sumptuous conclusion to a feast of
fantasy.
Saving Sarah Grand Central Publishing
Close to one in four American women experience
the silent grief of pregnancy loss. Loved Baby offers
much-needed support to women in the middle of
psychological and physiological grief as a result of
losing an unborn child. In Loved Baby, author Sarah
Philpott gently walks alongside women as they
experience the misguided shame, isolation, and
crushing despair that accompany the turmoil of loss.
With brave vulnerability Sarah shares her own and
others’ stories of loss, offering Christ-filled hope
and support to women navigating grief. This fresh
and compassionate devotional offers: � Real talk
about loss � Christ-filled comfort � Tips to
manage social media, reconnect with your partner,
and nourish your soul � Knowledge that your child

is in heaven � Strategies to walk through grief �
Ways to memorialize your loss Whether your loss is
recent or not, Loved Baby can be your companion as
you move from the darkness of grief toward the light
of hope.

The Mirador Penguin
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK
OF THE YEAR “[A] skillfully crafted gothic
mystery . . . Johnson pulls off a great feat in
this book.” —Financial Times “It reminded me,
in its general refusal to play nice, of early Ian
McEwan.” —The New York Times Book
Review “Johnson crafts an aching thriller
about the dangers of loving too intensely.”
—Time From a Booker Prize finalist and
international literary star: a blazing portrait of
one darkly riveting sibling relationship, from
the inside out. “One of her generation’s most
intriguing authors” (Entertainment Weekly),
Daisy Johnson is the youngest writer to have
been shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize.
Now she returns with Sisters, a haunting story
about two sisters caught in a powerful
emotional web and wrestling to understand
where one ends and the other begins. Born just
ten months apart, July and September are thick
as thieves, never needing anyone but each
other. Now, following a case of school
bullying, the teens have moved away with their
single mother to a long-abandoned family
home near the shore. In their new, isolated life,
July finds that the deep bond she has always
shared with September is shifting in ways she
cannot entirely understand. A creeping sense
of dread and unease descends inside the house.
Meanwhile, outside, the sisters push
boundaries of behavior—until a series of
shocking encounters tests the limits of their
shared experience, and forces shocking
revelations about the girls’ past and future.
Written with radically inventive language and
imagery by an author whose work has been
described as “entrancing” (The New Yorker),
“a force of nature” (The New York Times
Book Review), and “weird and wild and
wonderfully unsettling” (Celeste Ng), Sisters
is a one-two punch of wild fury and
heartache—a taut, powerful, and deeply moving
account of sibling love and what happens when
two sisters must face each other’s darkest
impulses.
All Hearts Come Home for Christmas
Momentum
Glimmer of Hope
Glimmer in the Maelstrom: Shadow Through
Time 3 Penguin
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Harry Windover adores blonde, green-eyed
Athena Lancaster, but alas, a penniless man
like himself has no hope of winning a young
noblewoman's hand. To add insult to injury,
Athena's brother-in-law and guardian, the Duke
of Kielder, has asked Harry to assist Athena in
finding the gentleman of her dreams.
The Heart Keeper Covenant Communications
Incorporated
From the USA Today bestselling author of the
Longing for Home series, CHOICES OF THE
HEART is set in the beloved world of Hope
Springs.Summary coming soon!Other Books in the
Hope Springs Series:Longing for HomeHope
SpringsLove RemainsMy Dearest LoveLong
Journey Home
Sold to the Enemy Simon and Schuster
Glimmer of Hope is the official, definitive
book from The March for Our Lives founders.
In keeping up with their ongoing fight to end
gun-violence in all communities, the student
leaders of March for Our Lives have decided
not to be paid as authors of the book. 100% of
net proceeds from this book will be paid to
March For Our Lives Action Fund. "Glimmer
of Hope provides a blueprint for launching
social change."—NPR.org *A Seventeen
Magazine Best Book of 2018* "This is a
clarion call to action for teens, by teens, and is
moving and powerful."—Booklist, Starred
Review Glimmer of Hope tells the story of
how a group of teenagers raced to channel
their rage and sorrow into action, and went on
to create one of the largest youth-led
movements in global history. March For Our
Lives Action Fund is a nonprofit 501c4
organization dedicated to furthering the work
of March For Our Lives students to end gun
violence across the country. The full list of
contributors, in alphabetical order, are: Adam
Alhanti, Dylan Baierlein, John Barnitt,
Alfonso Calderon, Sarah Chadwick, Jaclyn
Corin, Matt Deitsch, Ryan Deitsch, Sam
Deitsch, Brendan Duff, Emma González, Chris
Grady, David Hogg, Lauren Hogg, Cameron
Kasky, Jammal Lemy, Charlie Mirsky, Kyrah
Simon, Delaney Tarr, Bradley Thornton,
Kevin Trejos, Naomi Wadler, Sofie Whitney,
Daniel Williams, and Alex Wind.
For Love Or Honor Harvest House Publishers
In order to avoid further scandal, Carter Alexander
Harford, Seventh Viscount Devereaux, and
estranged wife, Miranda Harford, move forward
with plans for a holiday party while living beneath
a conspired cloud of misunderstanding. As family,
career, and social pressures threaten to keep them
apart, can love have even a glimmer of hope? Set
in Dorset, England, late December 1807.

The Book of Broken Hearts Shadow
Mountain
"Queer, dirty, insightful, and so funny"
(Andrea Lawlor), this coyly revolutionary
debut story collection imagines new origins
and futures for its cast of unforgettable
protagonists—almost all of whom are named
Sarah. FINALIST FOR THE GOLDEN
POPPY AWARD FOR FICTION NAMED

A MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK OF 2021
BY THE MILLIONS * OPRAH
MAGAZINE * LAMBDA LITERARY *
ELECTRIC LITERATURE *
REFINERY29 * COSMO * THE
ADVOCATE * ALMA * PAPERBACK
PARIS * WRITE OR DIE TRIBE *
READS RAINBOW In Sarahland, Sam
Cohen brilliantly and often hilariously
explores the ways in which traditional
stories have failed us, both demanding and
thrillingly providing for its cast of Sarahs
new origin stories, new ways to love the
planet and those inhabiting it, and new
possibilities for life itself. In one story, a
Jewish college Sarah passively consents to a
form-life in pursuit of an MRS degree and
is swept into a culture of normalized sexual
violence. Another reveals a version of Sarah
finding pleasure—and a new set of
problems—by playing dead for a wealthy
necrophiliac. A Buffy-loving Sarah uses fan
fiction to work through romantic obsession.
As the collection progresses, Cohen
explodes this search for self, insisting that
we have more to resist and repair than our
own personal narratives. Readers witness as
the ever-evolving "Sarah" gets recast: as a
bible-era trans woman, an aging lesbian
literally growing roots, a being who
transcends the earth as we know it. While
Cohen presents a world that will clearly
someday end, "Sarah" will continue. In each
Sarah's refusal to adhere to a single
narrative, she potentially builds a better
home for us all, a place to live that demands
no fixity of self, no plague of consumerism,
no bodily compromise, a place called
Sarahland.
The Misfit's Manifesto Books by Sarah
Robinson
New York Times bestselling author Karen
Hawkins crafts an unforgettable story about a
sleepy Southern town, two fiercely
independent women, and a truly magical
friendship. Sarah Dove is no ordinary
bookworm. To her, books have always been
more than just objects: they live, they breathe,
and sometimes they even speak. When Sarah
grows up to become the librarian in her quaint
Southern town of Dove Pond, her gift helps
place every book in the hands of the perfect
reader. Recently, however, the books have
been whispering about something out of the
ordinary: the arrival of a displaced city girl
named Grace Wheeler. If the books are right,
Grace could be the savior that Dove Pond
desperately needs. The problem is, Grace
wants little to do with the town or its quirky
residents—Sarah chief among them. It takes a
bit of urging, and the help of an especially
wise book, but Grace ultimately embraces the
challenge to rescue her charmed new
community. In her quest, she discovers the

tantalizing promise of new love, the deep
strength that comes from having a true friend,
and the power of finding just the right book. “A
mesmerizing fusion of the mystical and the
everyday” (Susan Andersen, New York Times
bestselling author), The Book Charmer is a
heartwarming story about the magic of books
that feels more than a little magical itself.
Prepare to fall under its spell.
Drops of Gold Morgan James Publishing
When Crispin, Lord Cavratt, thoroughly and
scandalously kisses a serving woman in the
garden of a country inn, he assumes the
encounter will be of no consequence. But he
couldn't be more mistaken--the maid is not
only a lady of birth, she's the niece of a very
large, exceptionally angry gentlemen, who
claims Crispin has compromised his niece
beyond redemption. The dismayed young lord
has no choice but to marry Miss Catherine
Thorndale, who lacks both money and
refinement and assumes all men are as vicious
as her guardian uncle.
All Hallows' Eve Collection Penguin
From the USA Today Bestselling author of
the Longing for Home series, LOVE
REMAINS is a new romance novel set in
the beloved world of Hope Springs.Cecily
faces a dark, uncertain future. Tavish is
haunted by his painful, anguished past. Fate
has brought them together in a world
determined to tear them apart.
The Girls Are Never Gone Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Stefan Ziakas might be her father’s most
hated business rival, but he’s the only man
who has ever made Selene Antaxos feel
beautiful. So, needing to make a new life
for herself, Selene apprehensively turns to
Stefan for help. Except the dark-hearted
tycoon is nothing like the white knight she
remembers. Seduced, bedded and betrayed
in a matter of days, Selene realizes it’s not
always better the devil you know. She’s
sold her soul—and her heart—to the enemy!
Glimmer of Hope St. Martin's Press
When your nemesis also happens to be your
fiancé, happily ever after becomes a lot more
complicated in this wickedly funny, lovers-to-
enemies-to-lovers romantic comedy debut.
Naomi Westfield has the perfect fiancé:
Nicholas Rose holds doors open for her,
remembers her restaurant orders, and comes
from the kind of upstanding society family any
bride would love to be a part of. They never
fight. They’re preparing for their lavish
wedding that's three months away. And she is
miserably and utterly sick of him. Naomi
wants out, but there's a catch: whoever ends
the engagement will have to foot the
nonrefundable wedding bill. When Naomi
discovers that Nicholas, too, has been feigning
contentment, the two of them go head-to-head
in a battle of pranks, sabotage, and all-out
emotional warfare. But with the countdown
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looming to the wedding that may or may not
come to pass, Naomi finds her resolve slipping.
Because now that they have nothing to lose,
they're finally being themselves—and having
fun with the last person they expect: each other.
Love Remains St. Martin's Essentials
The Conjuring meets Sadie in this queer ghost
story, when seventeen-year-old podcaster Dare
finds herself in a life-or-death struggle against an
evil spirit. Dare Chase doesn’t believe in ghosts.
But as the host of Attachments, her brand-new
paranormal investigation podcast, she knows to
keep her doubts to herself if she wants to win over
listeners. Her first season’s subject is the
Arrington Estate—a sprawling manor rumored to be
haunted by the spirit of Atheleen Bell, who
drowned in its lake almost thirty years ago. Dare’s
more interested in investigating the suspicious
circumstances of Atheleen’s death, which she
thinks point to a decades-old murder, not
something supernatural. But Arrington is full of
surprises. As Dare is drawn deeper into the
mysteries of the estate, she’ll have to rethink the
boundaries of what is possible. Because if
something is lurking in the lake . . . it might not be
willing to let her go.

Blind Penguin
Wyoming Territory, 1870. Leaving Ireland
Katie Macauley arrives in Hope Springs, a
settlement harboring violence and a deep
hatred of the Irish. Now she must decide
whether to stay and give her heart a chance
at love, or return home and give her soul
the possibility of peace.
Not A Hero Simon and Schuster
In 1976 the creators of National Lampoon,
America's most popular humor magazine,
decided to make a movie. It would be set
on a college campus in the 1960s, loosely
based on the experiences of Lampoon
writers Chris Miller and Harold Ramis and
Lampoon editor Doug Kenney. They
named it Animal House, in honor of
Miller's fraternity at Dartmouth, where the
members had been nicknamed after
animals. Miller, Ramis, and Kenney wrote
a film treatment that was rejected and
ridiculed by Hollywood studios—until at last
Universal Pictures agreed to produce the
film, with a budget of $3 million. A cast
was assembled, made up almost completely
of unknowns. Stephen Furst, who played
Flounder, had been delivering pizzas.
Kevin Bacon was a waiter in Manhattan
when he was hired to play Chip. Chevy
Chase was considered for the role of Otter,
but it wound up going to the lesser-known
Tim Matheson. John Belushi, for his
unforgettable role as Bluto, made $40,000
(the movie's highest-paid actor). For four
weeks in the fall of 1977, the actors and
crew invaded the college town of Eugene,
Oregon, forming their own sort of fraternity
in the process. The hilarious, unforgettable
movie they made wound up earning more

than $600 million and became one of
America's most beloved comedy classics. It
launched countless careers and paved the
way for today's comedies from directors
such as Judd Apatow and Todd Phillips.
Bestselling author Matty Simmons was the
founder of National Lampoon and the
producer of Animal House. In Fat, Drunk,
and Stupid, he draws from exclusive
interviews with actors including Karen
Allen, Kevin Bacon, Peter Riegert, and
Mark Metcalf, director John Landis, fellow
producer Ivan Reitman, and other key
players—as well as behind-the-scenes
photos—to tell the movie's outrageous story,
from its birth in the New York offices of the
National Lampoon to writing a script,
assembling the perfect cast, the wild weeks
of filming, and, ultimately, to the film's
release and megasuccess. This is a hilarious
romp through one of the biggest grossing,
most memorable, most frequently quoted,
and most celebrated comedies of all time.
Longing for Home Penguin
The heart of Christmas: "When a chance
meeting brings together a gentle seamstress
and a widowed banker, each lonely soul
finds a first hint of hope. As their lives
become entwined, it will take Christmas
spirit to guide a broken family to love and
healing."--
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